COLLABORATE WITH PSYDEH

YOUR TIME AND TALENT CAN MAKE AN IMPACT WITH US AND OUR LOCAL PARTNERS.
MOST PSYDEH STAFF ARE COLLABORATORS.

100% DONATE AT LEAST SOME OF THEIR TIME.

We prefer the concept of “collaborator” over “volunteer.” Operating as a start-up, we need professionals willing and able to invest their resources to make a win-win impact—for themselves, our organization and local partners

AS A COLLABORATOR YOU WILL ...

- Work with a multicultural, global team
- Grow as a professional
- Make a real impact with a grassroots Mexican nonprofit
- Learn about Mexico, its challenges and people
We work with our Collaborators in three “pillars” to help support our work and communities

Pillar One
One-Off Projects

We regularly publish small, specific projects on virtual platforms (e.g. Idealist or Chezuba). We invite collaborators who have limited time to volunteer unique skills like graphic design or web development.

Pillar Two
Part & Full Time Collaborators

PSYDEH is built by professionals donating their time and expertise. We have opportunities in a variety of areas, from fundraising and digital communications to research and fieldwork. If you can commit to part-time work for a minimum of six months, we’re ready to work with you!

Pillar Three
Young Mexican Professionals

We collaborate with the Secretary of Work's “Jóvenes Construyendo el Futuro” program to offer young professionals full-time, professional experiences with financial support from the government. If you apply to this program and choose PSYDEH, we'll explore how we can make an impact together!
LEARN MORE ABOUT JOINING OUR TEAM

We’re looking forward to finding the right opportunity for you to become one of PSYDEH’s collaborators.

Learn more at www.psydeh.org/en/volunteer-program

“If you are looking for an experience that gives you a chance to understand and collaborate on the challenging, first-hand work necessary to change the rural rurality in Mexico, I could not recommend an experience more highly.”

Ready to learn more? Send a message to: Carmen Grab, carmen.grab@psydeh.com